iSkills Introduction to Web Archives Session UKWA (answers)

The following tasks require use of the UK Web Archive (https://www.webarchive.org.uk/)

Task 1 - Searching and finding information on the UK Web Archive

- When is the second earliest capture of the URL http://futurage.group.shef.ac.uk/  
  12/3/2010, 11:01:21 PM or December 12th 2010 23:01:21

- How many captures are there overall of the URL https://www.opendemocracy.net/uk

  88

Task 2 - Access

- Write under the URLs if they are open access or require use of a legal deposit library terminal
  - http://oxfordjournal.co.uk/raise-a-toast-to-wine-festival
    Legal deposit
  - https://twitter.com/dtstpod/
    Legal deposit
  - http://www.roundaboutsofbritain.com/
    Open access